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1. Judge Ludlow did not "thoughtfully and exhaustively lay out the facts of 
the proceedings." 
The evidence presented to Judge Ludlow demonstrates that Ember Harrison had 
attempted to contact her attorney on no less than 147 separate occasions throughout the 
course of Graffs representation of her. She provided medical records and bills to Graffs 
office. Additionally, when successor counsel was obtained by Harrison, it was found that 
all of the information needed to respond to discovery requests from Thurston was in the 
possession of Graff or could have readily been obtained by Graff. Additionally, after 
Graff was suspended from the practice of law and the file was turned over to Harrison by 
the trustee's office, she made every effort to obtain counsel. She traveled to Salt Lake 
from St. George to meet with an attorney and went to three attorneys before she could get 
help. This illustrates her attempt to protect her rights. The record demonstrates that 
Judge Ludlow never considered these facts. Instead, he dismissed her case and denied her 
motion to set aside the dismissal by going on the record for 55 seconds and making no 
factual findings. 
Some 90 days later, Judge Ludlow attempted to factually justify the dismissal of 
Harrison's lawsuit. The analysis is void of any reference to the above factors. There is 
no indication how it is that Ms. Harrison was dilatory in pursuing her claim. For Thurston 
to allege that Judge Ludlow engaged in a "thoughtful and exhaustive" analysis simply 
belies the facts. 
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2. Mark Graff was not representing Ember Harrison when her case was 
dismissed. 
The facts that were presented to Judge Ludlow, and are before this Court clearly 
demonstrate that at the time Thurston obtained a dismissal of this Harrison's lawsuit, 
Harrison was not represented. Her file was under lock and key subject only to access of 
the trustee, who was attempting to get those files to over 500 of Mr. Graffs prior clients. 
Thurston made this claim to Judge Ludlow, and unfortunately, Judge Ludlow seized upon 
this false premise. All of the evidence demonstrates that Harrison was unrepresented by 
counsel when the Order was obtained against her. The allegations to the contrary are 
simply false and should not be considered by this Court. 
CONCLUSION 
Ember Harrison unfortunately hired a dishonest attorney to represent her in this 
case. She did everything she could to ensure that her case was going forward. When 
Matthew Graff was suspended from the practice of law, Thurston and her attorneys took 
advantage of that fact. Unfortunately, Judge Ludlow condoned such inappropriate 
behavior. Wherefore, Harrison respectfully requests this court remedy this series of 
unfortunate circumstances. 
DATED this day of January, 2011. 
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